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Abstract

Euclid is a space mission of the European Space Agency (ESA) scheduled to 2021 that aims to
study the big scientific questions related to the nature and properties of dark energy, dark matter and
gravity. The Fine Guidance Sensor (FGS) is an advanced Star Tracker that provides the Attitude and
Orbit Control System (AOCS) extremely accurate attitude measurements that are required to meet
the demanding pointing performance for science observation. A dedicated star catalogue with a bigger
star magnitude range will be the database for all the known available stars on which the FGS will rely
during the entire mission. It is necessary to develop an on-ground star catalogue management system
since this one will have a bigger dimension than the typical ones. The Input Star Catalogue (ISC),
representative of the whole sky, is stored on-ground while the On-Board star Catalogue (OBC) is a
subset of the complete one, including portions of the ISC that will be periodically uploaded to the FGS
on-board.

This dissertation proposes the Hierarchical, Equal Area and isoLatitude structure for the Pixelization
of data on the sphere (HEALPix) to divide and handle the Input Star Catalogue according to the
observation plan. Besides that, it is simulated the FGS On-board catalogue Generation tool (FOG),
responsible for producing the OBC relevant to the zone of the sky that is observed by the FGS detectors.
It is also simulated the OBC upload on the FGS by Telemetry and Telecommands.
Keywords: HEALPix, On-Ground Software, Star Catalogue, Attitude, Telemetry, Telecommand

1. Introduction
The Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) of
the Euclid mission includes a Fine Guidance Sensor
(FGS) for accurate attitude measurement (relative
and absolute). This advanced star tracker provides
extremely accurate relative attitude measurements
(0.03 arc-second) that are required to meet the de-
manding pointing performance for science observa-
tion. In order to achieve that, the FGS presents a
very narrow Field Of View (FOV) that has a strong
impact in the stars availability, thus imposing the
necessity to detect stars with a magnitude up to 19.

1.1. Motivation
The Input Star Catalogue will be the database for
all the known available stars on which the FGS will
rely the Absolute Tracking Mode (ATM) during the
entire mission. Given the fact that fainter mag-
nitudes imply greater sky star density [9][2], the
Euclid FGS Star Catalogue will have a bigger di-
mension than the typical ones. Since this amount
of memory cannot be stored in the FGS on-board
memory, it is necessary to develop an advanced cat-
alogue management system: the Input Star Cat-
alogue (ISC), representative of the whole sky, is

stored on-ground while the On-board Star Cata-
logue (OBC) is a subset of the complete star cata-
logue, including portions of the ISC that will be pe-
riodically uploaded to the FGS on-board according
to each observation field and session. This method
allows the FGS to have a small catalogue file to
manage and thus simple sequence of actions to be
done on-board.

With the need to handle a Star Catalogue, comes
the necessity of distributing the stars available
among the whole sky. HEALPix is going to be
the method used due to its favourable mathematical
and computational properties, consisting in a good
alternative to older systems like Spherical Cube,
among others.

1.2. Objectives
This thesis is derived from my collaboration with
Thales Alenia Space Torino in the Guidance Navi-
gation and Control (GNC) department in the scope
of the ESA’s scientific mission Euclid, whose Thales
Alenia Space is primer. The main objective of this
work is to create routines and algorithms to support
the Fine guide sensor On-board catalogue Genera-
tion tool (FOG).
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According to each observation field and session,
depending on the position and orientation of the
satellite, an On-board Star Catalogue will be gen-
erated with the following steps:

1. On a first approach, the sky will be divided
using HEALPix tessellation so that Star Cata-
logue can be accurately distributed;

2. Then, an algorithm will search all the stars con-
tained inside the Area of Interest (AoI) given
the satellite orientation and using HEALPix to
allow a faster stars extraction;

3. The On Ground Algorithm (OGA) will receive
these stars and it will generate the OBC for the
FGS according to the given observation field;

4. At last, the OBC will be uploaded to the FGS
I/O model developed by Thales Alenia Space in
Italy to be representative of the FGS interfaces
in terms of messages and timing exchanged
with On-Board Software and AOCS software,
mode logic transitions and mathematical be-
havior.

2. Background

The first section 2.1 introduces the main features
of the Fine Guidance Sensor, section 2.2 introduces
the structure and software HEALPix, section 2.3
introduces the quaternion as representation of the
satellite attitude and correspondent definitions and
the last section 2.4 presents the spacecraft Com-
mand and Data Handling implemented. All the
sections are also contained in the complete disser-
tation, so for further analyze consult it.

2.1. Fine Guidance Sensor

The FGS is split in both modules due to its
Thermal-Mechanical/Optical requirements: the
Charge-Coupled Devices (CCD) and Front End
Electronics (FEE) are integrated in the cold Pay-
load Module while the Electronic Unit, that per-
forms the processing and power management, is in
the warmer Service Module. Charge-Coupled De-
vices (CCD) are highly sensitive imaging detectors
[8]. The CCD is divided up into a large number
of light-sensitive small areas, pixels, which can be
used to build up an image of the scene of interest.
Each photon of light that falls within the area de-
fined by one of the pixels is converted into electrons
and the number of electrons collected will be di-
rectly proportional to the intensity of the scene at
each pixel.

The magnitude of an astronomical object, such
as a star or galaxy, is a measure of its apparent
brightness as seen at a specific distance from it.
The magnitude scale is logarithmic and defined such
that each step of one magnitude changes the bright-
ness by a factor of 5

√
100, or approximately 2.512, as

proposed by Norman Pogson of Oxford in 1856 [7].
Thus, he proposed that the magnitude system can

be defined as follows: given two stars with intensity
of brightness I1 and I2, the magnitude difference is
based on their intensities ratio:

m1 −mref = 2.5 log10

(
I2
I1

)
(1)

The Signal S is the number of photons detected
from a source and it is related to the flux of electrons
per seconds, s [el/s] and the total exposure time,
Texp[s] with S = s.Texp[el]. Thus, and considering
the mref = 0, the magnitude/flux relation can be
defined with:

mag = 2.5 log10

(
Texp
S

)
(2)

Analogously, the exposure time can be be calcu-
lated with:

Texp = 10mag/2.5S = 2.512magS (3)

The Absolute tracking Mode is the mode in which
the FGS provides the absolute attitude with respect
to the inertial reference frame, as well as the rela-
tive attitude measurement by means of the relative
quaternion error. Here, the absolute attitude is esti-
mated with respect to the on-board Star Catalogue
(OBC).

2.2. HEALPix
HEALPix is an Hierarchical, Equal Area and iso-
Latitude structure for the Pixelization of data on
the sphere [6]. The great advantage of this struc-
ture is that it allows an effective discretization
with respective hierarchical indexation and fast
analysis of the functions and data contained on
the sphere. All the pixels (discrete elements of
the partition) have the same surface area. Since
1997, it is available a package of HEALPix based
mathematical software, containing source codes
(see https://sourceforge.net/projects/healpix/) for
C, C++, Fortran90, IDL/GDL, Java and Python.

The HEALPix tessellation consists on a curvilin-
ear partition of the sphere into equal area quadri-
laterals, characterized by Nθ, the number of base-
resolution pixel layers between the north and the
south poles, and Nφ, the number of equatorial base-
resolution pixels. The standard base-resolution con-
sists on twelve pixels with Nθ = 3 and Nφ = 4.
Nside represents the resolution of the grid and it is
defined by the number of divisions along the side
of a base-resolution pixel. Each map has Npix =
12N2

side pixels with equal area Ωpix = π
3N2

side
. Table

1 summarizes the HEALPix parameters for different
resolution parameter k values, where Nside = 2k.

HEALPix has the following numbering schemes:
Ring – The pixels are numbered from north to the
south along each iso-latitude ring; Nested – The
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Table 1: Summary of Healpix parameters for differ-
ent resolution parameter k.

k Nside Npix Ωpix(◦)2

0 1 12 3437.75
1 2 48 859.44
2 4 192 214.86
3 8 768 53.71
4 16 3072 13.43
5 32 12288 3.36
6 64 49152 0.84
7 128 196608 0.21

pixels are arranged in twelve tree structures and
each one is organized according to quadrilateral tree
pixel numbering, as illustrated in figure 1.

Figure 1: Cylindrical projection of the HEALPix
division of the sphere using nested scheme with
Nside = 2. [6]

The nested scheme is well-known and it presents
advantages for finding next-neighbours [3]and this
will be the scheme implemented. Also, for future
work, it will be used levels k = 1, meaning respec-
tively Nside = 2 and Npix = 48.

2.3. Quaternion
A quaternion, q̄ ∈ H, is defined by:

q̄ = qxi+ qyj + qzk + qr (4)

Where qr is the real or scalar part of the quater-
nion, and qxi+ qyj+ qzk is the imaginary or vector
part. This way, a quaternion may be represented as
a vector as shown in 5 respecting the conditions in
6:

q̄ =

[
q
qr

]
=
[
qx qy qz qr

]T
(5)

i2 = −1 j2 = −1 k2 = −1 (6)

−ij = ji = k −jk = kj = i −ki = ik = j

The quaternion norm can be calculated with:

‖q̄‖ =
√
qx2 + qy2 + qz2 + qr2 (7)

Since the quaternion in question represents the
attitude of a rigid body, it is a unit quaternion,
thus satisfying ‖q̄‖ = 1.

Considering a vector z ∈ R3 in the global coordi-
nates, if z′ ∈ R3 is the same vector in the body-fixed
coordinates, then the following relation holds [4]:

z = Rq(q̄)z
′ (8)

Where Rq is the rotation matrix equivalent to the
quaternions rotation:

Rq(q̄) =1− 2q2y − 2q2z 2qxqy − 2qzqr 2qxqz + 2qyqr
2qxqy + 2qzqr 1− 2q2x − 2q2z 2qyqz − 2qxqr
2qxqz − 2qyqr 2qyqz + 2qxqr 1− 2q2x − 2q2y


(9)

The three dimensional Cartesian position vector
v that gives the correspondent direction from the
center of the sphere can be calculated with equa-
tions 8 and 9 when given the direction on the satel-
lite body frame vBF :

v = Rq(q̄)vBF (10)

2.4. Telemetry and Telecommand
A spacecraft Command and Data Handling
(C&DH) system handles all data sent and received
by the spacecraft, including science data and space-
craft or payload operations. The basic data flow
over a space link is made of Telemetry (TM) and
Telecommand (TC) data, being these vital systems
of any spacecraft to allow the interconnection be-
tween different subsystems. Thus, the TM down-
link and TC uplink provide a communication chan-
nel between the spacecraft and the ground opera-
tors.

MIL-STD-1553 is a Internal Time Division Com-
mand/Response Multiplex Data Bus published by
the United States Department of Defense that de-
fines the mechanical, electrical and functional char-
acteristics of a serial data bus. Here it is used the
revision B and the norm is presented in the doc-
ument of reference [1]. This norm is the one im-
plemented in the communication between the FGS
and the On-Board SoftWare (OBSW).

It is a dual-redundant and bi-directional data bus
with a high bit error reliability.

3. Implementation
The FOG, FGS On board catalogue Generation
tool, is responsible of producing the OBC relevant
to the zone of the sky that is observed by the FGS
detectors on a precise observation field. Figure 2 de-
scribes the interfaces - Input and Output - of this
tool. The Healpix SW block is implemented before
the OGA scheme with the objective of finding in a
more quickly and efficient way the available stars
inside the Area of Interest for a given Euclid obser-
vation plan (section 3.1). For that purpose, OATo
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the FGS On
board catalogue Generation tool scheme.

will provide the Input Star Catalogue already dis-
tributed in 48 Healpix pixels, with nside = 2. As
a result of this implementation, the OGA (section
3.2) will have a small amount of stars to select, given
as input in the file Stars inside AoI. Section 3.3
presents the algorithm to select the pair of active
CCDs for the chosen observation plan and at last
section 3.4 describes the upload of the OBC on the
FGS.

As input, the FOG receives:

• ISC - The Input Star Catalogue is representa-
tive of the whole sky and includes the star data
information as provided by OATO.
• APIF - The Algorithm Parameters Input File

contains all the OGA parameters needed to
correct behavior, including all the parameters
related to the FGS algorithms for triad build-
ing, star selections, checks, among others.
• OSIF - This input file contains all the informa-

tion defined by the user about the observation
that is needed to build the On Board Catalogue
(OBC).
• SVIF - This file contains one line for each de-

fective stars founded in previous observations.
• HPIF - Healpix Parameter Input File contains

all the parameters needed to the Healpix soft-
ware.

The FOG Output consists in one star catalogue
and five files, as described below:

• GIOF - GIOF includes general information rel-
evant to the generation of the on board cata-
logue: available stars and triad, expected ex-
posure and threshold level.
• SCIF - This file contains the correspondence

between the GAIA indexes and the On Board
Catalogue indexes of all the selected stars, for
each CCD.
• TOF - includes all the information about the

Triads to be used to perform the absolute pat-
tern recognition.
• TLUT - contains the Look up table of spherical

angles for TRIAD searching algorithm.

• SCOF - contains all the data relevant of the se-
lected stars used on-board for absolute track-
ing, including stars that cover all the dithers
field, for each CCD.
• OBC - The On Board Catalogue contains all

the information selected by the OGA to be
transmitted to the FGS.

3.1. Healpix Software

The Healpix SW is implemented before the OGA
in order to quickly find the stars inside the Area of
Interest. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of
the Healpix Software.

Data: APIF, OSIF and HPIF parameters
Result: Stars Inside Area of Interest
Read Input;
stars count = 0 ;
AoIdiameter = AOI diameter calculation ;
centervec = quaternion2vector ;
Pixels in AOI = pixels in AOI ;
for pixel ∈ Pixels in AOI do

for star ∈ pixel do
if star ∈ AOI then

Add star to stars in AoI.dat ;
stars count+ + ;

end

end

end
if stars count >
OGA Nstar Max ∧ CutMag F lag == 1
then
cut faintest stars ;

end
Algorithm 1: Healpix Software Pseudo Code gen-
eral algorithm.

The routine that calculates the diameter of the
area of interest necessary for the OGA allows it to
use the minimum number of stars possible and at
the same time having all the stars necessary so that
the algorithm works correctly. The diameter of the
Area of interest, in radians, is calculated with:

AoIdiameter = 2(maxradius +maxdither rad)×

×(1 +
AoImargin

100
)

(11)

Where maxradius is the maximum distance (an-
gle) between the VIS center and the most distant
point from it, the maxdither rad is calculated given
the maximum dither uncertainty and the CCD FOV
and the AoImargin is an HPIF input parameter that
representes the percentage of margin that the user
wants to put in the diameter calculation.
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Figure 3: FGS detectors position with respect to
VIS focal plane.

The figure 3 represents the FGS detectors posi-
tion with respect to the VIS focal plane. Since the
distance between the center of the FGS reference
frame and the VIS reference frame center is equal
to Yangle = 0.82174◦, the quaternion input q̄ that
represents the direction of the FGS has to be ro-
tated to the center of the VIS focal plane.

First, considering the telescope vector on the
satellite body frame and assuming that it is pointed

along the z direction: vtel =
[
xtel ytel ztel

]T
=[

0 0 1
]T

and taking into account the VIS posi-

tion vV IS =
[
0 Yangle × π

180 0
]T

, the vector vBF
that is pointing towards the center is:

vBF =
vtel + vV IS
‖vtel + vV IS‖

(12)

Then, the vector v pointing towards the region
searched is calculated with equation 9.

In order to find the pixels inside the area of in-
terest, the region is defined by the vector v and the
AOI diameter, i.e, FOV angle. The routine imple-
mented returns a vector with the identification of
the pixel(s) (from 1 to 4). The routine is imple-
mented for both search types: circle and square.

After that, it is implemented a routine that
searches the stars inside the area of interest. It re-
turns a file with all the stars inside that region with
the correspondent information and format from the
ISC. This algorithm is also implemented for both
search types: circle and square.

Figure 4 illustrates the geometric configuration
for the circle search, being s the star vector and
θ the angle between vector v and the star vector
s. For each one of the pixels, all the stars inside
of it are analyzed: the star vector s is calculated
given the celestial coordinates and then the angle θ

is obtained with cos−1
(

v.s
‖v‖.‖s‖

)
, which is the angle

between the vectors v and s. If the obtained angle
θ is smaller than FOV

2 , then it means that the star
is inside the region.

Figure 4: Geometric representation of star vector
with respect to the square search representation.

Figure 5 illustrates the geometric configuration
for the square search, being s the star vector, v
the center vector, ∆θ the vertical angle difference
between the star and the center and ∆φ the hor-
izontal angle difference between the star and the
center vectors. For each one of the pixels, all the
stars are analyzed: the star vector s is calculated
given the celestial coordinates. Then, for both or-
ange points shown in figure 5, it is calculated the
respective vectors. With each one, ∆θ and ∆φ are
the angles between them and the center vector. If
both angles ∆θ and ∆φ are smaller than FOV

2 , then
it means that the star is inside the region searched.

Figure 5: Geometric representation of star vector
with respect to the cone representation.

3.2. On Ground Algorithm
The On Ground Algorithm (OGA) receives Euclid’s
observation plan on a daily basis and extracts a spe-
cific portion of the Input Star Catalogue (ISC), the
OBC, to be sent to the spacecraft for the FGS op-
erations during the planned survey fields. The FGS
OBC generation is performed in order to provide
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enough objects to allow reliable attitude recogni-
tion and optimize the accuracy of the attitude.

Regarding the Observation Catalogue building,
the algorithm can be divided in three steps that are
taken for each CCD: Survey field, Detection Ad-
justment and Target Selection Algorithm. The sky
area corresponding to the survey field observation,
for each CCD, as illustrated on figure 6, is:
• CCD field of view;
• 4 dither manoeuvre, each with a maximum dis-

placement of 122 around spacecraft X axis and
72 around spacecraft Y axis;
• Attitude uncertainty of ±90” affecting the first

dither;
• Attitude uncertainty of ±5” affecting the 2-3-4

dithers;

Figure 6: Survey field region for CCD, composed
by 4 dithers.

In the Survey field part, for each dither, the stars
falling in CCD FOV are found, being the selec-
tion performed for each one of the dithers and tak-
ing into account their correspondent uncertainty.
The detection adjustment returns the exposure time
Texp and the detection threshold detTh to be com-
manded to the detector in order to assure that no
more than Max Nstar (Maximum number of de-
tectable stars) targets will be visible by the detector
for the considered sky area.

The exposure time is computed so that the
brightest star signal on the central pixel is equal to
the saturation limit, where 2.512 is the approxima-
tion difference of one in star magnitude, this means,
it corresponds to a change in brightness by a factor
of 5
√

100:

Texp =
THsat

Percsat

2.512MagMIN

Refsign
(13)

The detection threshold detTh is initialized ac-
cording to the input parameter. After that, if the
number of expected detectable stars exceeds the al-
lowed maximum, the detection threshold is set in
order to reduce the number of detected stars:

detTh =
Refsign × Texp × Percsat

2.512Mag
(14)

Consequently, being calculated the detTh, the
magnitude range of visible targets is calculated:
the minimum magnitude MagMIN (meaning the
brightest star) is calculated directly from the stars
available, while the maximum detected magnitude
(fainter star magnitude) is a settable parameter
that depends on the noise and it is calculated with:

MagMAX = 2.5 log10

(
Texp.Refsign

Percdet
detTh

)
(15)

At this point, it is computed the number of stars
whose magnitude is inside the magnitude range. If
this number is bigger than the maximum number
of detectable stars Max Nstar, then the detection
threshold is reset in order to reduce the number
of detected stars and consequently the MagMAX is
also updated.

At last, the Target Selection Algorithm selects
the final stars that will be included in the OBC:
the inter-distance filter applied assuring that all
the stars couples whose distance between them is
smaller than Disttol are found and the fainter star
of the couple is discarded; all the stars couples
whose magnitude difference is smaller than Magtol
are also discarded because they may produce dis-
turbing effects; the accuracy filter discards all the
stars whose error in alpha σ2

α and in delta σ2
δ is mi-

nor than 3 × OGAaccuracy for the first dither and
OGAaccuracy for the rest of the dithers.

The OGA shall also compute the On Board Cat-
alogue Checksum that can be used by the Applica-
tion Software for integrity test in flight. It is used
the ISO standard 16-bit checksum [5].

3.3. Active pair of Charge-Coupled Devices Selec-
tion Algorithm

The active pair of Charge-Coupled Devices (CCDs)
is the combination of CCDs used for a defined obser-
vation. The algorithm responsible for deciding the
pair to be used for the next observation depends on
the last pair used and on the quality index that is
calculated by the OGA for the next observation and
for each CCD. The baseline of the pair decision is
to maintain the current configuration whenever it is
possible and to take into account the quality index
threshold Thr, as algorithm 2 explains.

3.4. On-Board Catalogue upload on the Fine Guid-
ance Sensor

In this simulation, the FGS I/O (Input/Output)
model source code has been coded in the EU-
ROSIM simulator environment. The FGS Math-
ematical Model is embedded in this model and it
simulates all the FGS Operative modes and respec-
tive transitions. The FGS Software is synchronized
with the Spacecraft On Board Software via a MIL-
STD-1553B redundant bus, by which it exchanges
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Data: Thr; Quality index of each CCD;
observation n, Pairn−1

Result: Pair
[CCDn−1(side = Left), CCDn−1(side =
Right)] = Pairn−1 ;
for side ∈ {Left,Right} do

CCD = CCDn−1(side) ;
otherCCD = otherCCDn−1(side) ;
if Qualityn(CCD) > Thr then

CCDn(side) = CCD;
else

if Qualityn(CCD) >
Qualityn(otherCCD) then
CCDn(side) = CCD;

else
CCDn(side) = otherCCD;

end

end

end
Pairn = [CCDn(side = Left), CCDn(side =
Right)] ;

Algorithm 2: Active pair of CCDs decision algo-
rithm.

telecommands and telemetries.

For each TC sent by the OBSW, first a DTD
(Distribution Transfer Descriptor) message is sent
by the FGS, then it is searched on the MIL Bus
for previous messages according to the description
given in DTD. When the correct message is found,
the TC block is composed and copied to buffer for
ASW and the DTD is copied to the DTC (Distri-
bution Transfer Confirmation), message that is sent
back to the OBSW to confirm that the TC was well
received.

For every TM sent, an ATR (Acquisition Trans-
fer Request) message is composed and sent to the
OBSW. When the BC (Bus controller) has pro-
cessed ATR and acquired the TM block from FGS,
it sends back an ATC (Acquisition Transfer Confir-
mation) message to FGS.

The upload of the On Board Star Catalogue is
done when the FGS is in Standby Mode (SBM).
Since the maximum length of each TC is 1016 bytes,
it means that the maximum size of Application
Data that can be sent is 1004 bytes for each TC.
Given this, the On Board Star Catalogue is trans-
ferred to the FGS through several TCs. For each
TC sent, the application data - with a maximum
of 1004 bytes - must be composed by: Bytes 0-3
should contain the FID (function identification), in
this case FID = 110; Bytes 4-5 should contain the
Sequence Identification number. In addition, the
first TC sent must contain the Observation Identi-
fication number on bytes 6-7 and the last TC must
contain the Catalogue Checksum on the last two

bytes.

4. Validation and Results
In this chapter, it is presented the algorithm valida-
tion in section 4.1 and the results of the algorithms
described in this dissertation are presented in sec-
tion 4.2.

4.1. Validation
In order to validate the tool created it is tested if
the stars of the On Board Catalogue generated are
inside the correct Area of Interest.

In order to do that, there are calculated the coor-
dinates limits of the Area of Interest with the coor-
dinates of the correspondent center (φmain, θmain)
and the calculated AoIdiameter: φmin = φmain −
AoIdiameter

2
; φmax = φmain +

AoIdiameter
2

; θmin =

θmain −
AoIdiameter

2
; θmax = θmain +

AoIdiameter
2

.

For the input given, the coordinates center
are (φmain, θmain) = (235, 674◦; 97, 459◦) and
AoIdiameter = 1, 654◦. Table 2 shows the results
obtained regarding the validation. On the left col-
umn, there are presented the range of coordinates
that were expected considering the calculations
presented above. On the column on the right side,
there are presented the maximum and minimum
values for both coordinates considering the coordi-
nates of the OBC stars that the algorithm selected.

Table 2: Range of coordinates in the Area of Inter-
est for validation purposes.

Expected Obtained

φmin(◦) 234,846 234,848
φmax(◦) 236,501 236,500
θmin(◦) 96,632 96,632
θmax(◦) 98,286 98,286

As it can be observed, the coordinates of the
stars show that all of them are inside the re-
gion that it was expected to be observed, given
that φmin obtained ≥ φmin expected, φmax obtained ≤
φmax expected and analogously to the coordinate θ.
With this conclusion, it is understood that the stars
searched are in fact inside the zone that it is being
observed, meaning that the algorithm is validated.

4.2. Results
In order to test the algorithms, it was used the first
version of the Input Star Catalogue provided by
OATo, the ISC v1.1.: ten regions were chosen with a
11◦×11◦ field of view that represent different zones
of the sky. It was used the Healpix Nested scheme
and a resolution of k = 1, which means Nside = 2
and Npix = 48. These regions are included in 17 of
the total of 48 pixels, covering approximately 2.8%
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of the entire sky. The graphic presented in figure 7
shows the magnitude distribution for all the stars
inside the ISC v1.1. As it can be observed, it is
reinforced the fact that fainter magnitudes imply
greater sky star density.

Figure 7: Objects Count as function of magnitude
for ISC v1.1 objects.

The duration of the Search of stars inside Area
of interest between the use of the the Healpix Soft-
ware was compared with the use of the entire ISC
as input. In order to do that, different zones were
chosen for the search: zones that touch 1, 2, 3 and
4 pixels, which will be the worst case scenario for
the Healpix and very unlikely to happen. Table 3
shows the results obtained.

Table 3: Duration of star search inside FOV for
different methods.

time [s]

Healpix pixels

32 17,17
27 1.10

22,0 2,27
11,14,15 4.6

36,38,32,33 26,89

Complete ISC v1.1 32.84

It can be noticed that since pixel 32 has the bigger
number of stars, it is also the single pixel that takes
longer to analyze. Besides that, all the searches
present better results than the analyze of the whole
ISC, showing the big advantage of using the Healpix
software to pre-select the stars that enter in the On
Ground Algorithm OGA. It must also be remem-
bered that this version of the ISC is a small version
of the final ISC, corresponding only to 2.8% of the
sky. This means that with the final version of the
ISC, that is expected to have around 1800 millions
of stars and occupy in ASCII format around 200 Gb
of memory, the advantages of the use of the Healpix
SW will be even bigger.

In order to show the results of the HEALPix SW
and the OGA, it were used several quaternion as
input to cover different sky areas and different types

of area: low density field, high density field and also
Deep Euclid Survey fields.

Figures 8 and 9 show the results using square
and circle searches for the same field and quaternion
input. Also, AOI diam is illustrated in the figure
and it is the same for both searches.

Figure 8: Healpix SW result for circle search.

Figure 9: Healpix SW result for square search.

Figure 10 represents the stars in the different
OGA phases and therefore the final stars selected to
the OBC. All the CCDs have the maximum num-
ber of stars: 80 and here the Area of interest has a
diameter of AOI diamand = 1.654156◦. This zone
correspond to an high density field and the red point
represents the VIS center. To see the results for the
other fields consult the full dissertation.

In figure 11, the red and green full circles corre-
spond to the brighter stars, more precisely the red
ones correspond to stars with magnitude smaller
than 12 and the green circles correspond to the stars
with star magnitude smaller than 15. The blue
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Figure 10: Observation Sky Area and Stars Selec-
tion for high density field.

squares illustrate the delimitation of the dithers.
From this zoomed CCD, it can be easily observed
that, as expected, the OGA chose all the brighter
stars that were inside the dithers exposure to be
part of the OBC and that many of the fainter stars
were discarded.

Figure 11: Zoomed observation sky area for star
selection for the OBC of one CCD.

Table 4 show some general results concerning the
search in AOI for the different regions. Not only
confirms that the density of the low density field is
much smaller than the one from the high density
field, it also shows that the Deep Euclid Survey in
the South pole has the biggest star density of all
the tests.

In order to test the Active CCDs Selection Algo-

Table 4: General results of stars in AOI for different
fields.

Fields search
Stars

Stars/(◦)2in AOI

Low density 7407 2707
High density 14996 5481

South Pole DES 146383 53498
North Pole DES 13603 4971

rithm, there were created several observation plans
for the Euclid scientific mission with constant shift
between them. It was chosen the low density field
for this section so that the CCDs study would be
implemented with the lowest number of stars pos-
sible, leading to limit conditions. The default CCD
active pair chosen is [R1-L1]. To see the graphics
related to this results consult the full dissertation.

Regarding the test of the OBC upload on the
FGS I/O Model, it was performed a sequence of
Telecommands (TC) and Telemetry(TM) (see dis-
sertation to full description). The OBC upload test
performed respected the following requirements:
• The model was powered ON with no errors.
• The model was capable of following the SBM

mode.
• The model was capable of being time-wise rep-

resentative in the sequence of messages trans-
mitted in the MIL Bus.
• It was correctly identified and simulated a

failed catalog update request.
• The model was commanded to simulate a tran-

sition to SBM (from INI FGS mode in this
case).
• The model was capable of uploading a cata-

logue and checking its checksum.

5. Conclusions
5.1. Achievements
The main conclusions of this thesis study are the
following:
• The sky, more precisely the Input Star Cat-

alogue that was provided, was accurately
distributed and divided according to the
HEALPix tessellation scheme. This methodol-
ogy for the discretization of data distributed in
a sphere, already extensively adopted in Space
Science [6], demonstrated to be very efficient
for the purpose used.
• The ISC v1.1 provided by OATo, representa-

tive of some regions of the sky, showed not only
that sky density increases for fainter stars, but
also that the distribution of magnitudes is simi-
lar among all the zones and not sky-dependent.
• The algorithm to search the stars inside the

Area of Interest with the use of HEALPix
showed in fact that having the ISC already dis-
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tributed in pixels accelerated the whole pro-
cess. Not only the results show that the soft-
ware implemented works correctly for both
types of searches, but also the fact that the
search time decreases has a great advantage in
the future when ESOC will have to run the
FOG several times a day for the Euclid sky
observations.
• The insertion of the Healpix SW before the

OGA works as a pre-processing of the whole
ISC, allowing the OGA to analyze only a small
amount of stars that are inside the area of in-
terest. Besides that, also the OGA algorithm
becomes much faster with a smaller number of
stars.
• The results also show that the stars inside the

area of interest were sufficient to the correct
creation of the OBC by the OGA. These also
indicates that the calculation of the diameter
of AOI with the margin was effective.
• The OGA simulation worked efficiently for all

the inputs tested, showing that the OGA is ca-
pable of creating an OBC even for fields with
smaller sky density. Also, the results show that
the algorithm selects preferentially the brighter
stars against the fainter stars to allow a more
efficient pattern recognizing by the FGS.
• The algorithm implemented to select the pair

of CCDs showed that even in limit conditions,
where the sky density was very small, there al-
ways guaranteed a sufficient quality in the pair
chosen. The baseline to maintain the current
configuration whenever possible was always re-
spected when it was possible.
• The OBC 16-bit checksum implemented ac-

cording to the normative corresponded to the
checksum calculated by the FGS I/O model,
demonstrating that it was well calculated.
• Finally, the upload of the On Board Catalogue

on the FGS was well simulated with all MIL
bus timings. The Telemetries and Telecom-
mands implemented showed that the commu-
nication between the OBSW and the FGS was
working as expected. When it was inserted an
OBC with error, the upload failed as it was
expected.

5.2. Future Work

Regarding the work presented in this thesis, the fol-
lowing possible improvements are suggested:

• The star density of the final ISC based on Gaia
DR2 is expected to be bigger than the one in
ISC v1.1. Due to this fact, the algorithm to
search the stars inside the Area of Interest is
expected to be much slower with the HEALPix
resolution in use now (nside = 2). The way
of solving this out in the future is to divide

the ISC in pixels for a bigger resolution, for
instance nside = 4 or nside = 8, respectively
192 or 768 pixels. This is easily implemented
in the healpix SW and it will allow a faster and
more efficient performance.
• Since the entire ISC is not yet available, the

tests realized were limited to the ISC v1.1. In
the future, it would be interesting to test the
algorithms in the entire sky to see if the results
would diverge.
• It would be useful to test in the future the OBC

created by OGA in the pattern recognition al-
gorithm. This is being created by Leonardo
and it has not been yet released. Thus, it could
be evaluated the selection of stars performed in
the OGA in comparison to real images of the
sky.
• Similarly to the item before, in the future it

would be interesting to test the choice of the se-
lected pair of CCDs by using the pattern recog-
nition algorithm and real images of the sky.
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